
MEMO 
 
TO: Dr. Wendy Winn 
FROM: Lisa Hendrix, Jourdan Jenklin, Daniel Kadwell 
DATE: October 21, 2008 
SUBJECT: Proposal to Alleviate Overcrowding at ASU Home Football Games by Limiting 
Student Tickets 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Currently Kidd Brewer Stadium holds 20,150 seats.  However, since 2005 the regular-season 
average attendance at home games is 23,324 people.  This means that the stadium is at 140% 
seating capacity, well over the safety regulations (1).  Appalachian State University is currently 
trying to resolve the seating problem by adding additional seats to bring seating to 22,000 seats 
(1).   
 
The current situation is irritating to most students because all students are guaranteed a ticket and 
are not guaranteed a seat. Many students come to football games and are completely unable to 
find a seat and cannot actually see the game. Students who do get seats usually have to stand in 
line before the gates open and rush in to get one, or they have other people do this and “save” 
seats for them. The overcrowding in the stadium is not only frustrating and unfair for current 
students, but could also potentially cause a threat to the safety of the fans. The student sections 
are always so packed that even the stairs are filled with people, and there will never be enough 
security guards who discourage this problem.  
 
In 1993, the University of Wisconsin had overcrowded seating, just as A.S.U. does now.  After a 
victory over Michigan State, Wisconsin fans erupted in a frenzy resulting in a stampede that 
injured dozens of students (2).  We intend to alleviate the overcrowded stadium seats so that the 
future for Appalachian fans is free from fear of a comparing tragedy.   
 
There are many possible benefits to your support of this proposal.  One obvious benefit of 
solving this issue would be increased safety for all spectators who attend football games.  In 
addition to safety, another benefit would be an increase of satisfaction for students, visitors and 
the general public alike.   
 
In this proposal we will research the association between student tickets and overcrowding at 
Kidd Brewer Stadium.  By gathering such information, we will be able to provide a solution to 
overcrowding by proposing new ticket policies. We will propose two new ticket policies, discuss 
our methods of collecting data, and provide our timeline for which we will complete our research 
and report. 
 



 
RESEARCH PLAN 
Objectives 
Should we receive your support on this project, we will gain insight about students’ opinions 
regarding overcrowding at football games and ticket sales. We hope to compile sufficient 
evidence and information that will support our theory that overcrowding is linked to the current 
student ticket policy. By conducting this research, we will be able to assess which possible 
solution would most satisfy the Appalachian State University student body.  
 
Possible Solutions 
There are two solutions that would be cost efficient and feasible to improve student seating at 
Appalachian football games: 
 
The first and easiest solution would be to “sell out” student tickets. There would only be a certain 
amount of tickets available for the student sections (in the stands) and a certain amount of tickets 
available for the lawn. This system would work on a “first-come-first-serve” basis in regards to 
claiming tickets. Instead of allowing all students a ticket until kick-off time, students would have 
to claim their tickets in advance until they are “sold out.” “Selling out” would be easy and 
efficient because students would essentially follow the same system they do now to claim tickets. 
Should a student claim a ticket and then determine they cannot attend that particular game, they 
would be able to give back their ticket. That ticket would then be placed on “stand-by” status, 
allowing students who weren’t able to get a ticket originally to claim it. 
 
Another solution would be to go on a football game lottery system. This would mean that if a 
student wanted to attend a football game, they would be given a certain deadline to sign up for a 
ticket. A set number of names would be drawn, and the students would be notified via email if 
they received a ticket for that game. This way, students would be able to pick which games they 
really wanted to go to and would be eligible to attend with a guaranteed seat.  Again, should the 
student decide not to accept the ticket for one reason or another, the ticket would go to “stand-
by” status. This would mean that students who did not get drawn in the lottery could claim these 
extra tickets that were not accepted. 
 
Research Methods 
We would like to solve this problem by using a cross-sectional survey. We plan to implement a 
campus-wide student survey that will address students concerns with seating at home football 
games. We will be conducting these surveys around campus in popular areas such as the student 
union and dining facilities. We will be asking students to participate in this survey between 
November 11th and November 20th. This survey will also assist in understanding, on average, 
what percentage of the student body attends home football games and how frequently they attend 
these games. This survey will also include questions to determine how often these students are 



able to sit or stand in the student section, what measures they have to go to in order to obtain a 
seat, and their general feelings toward student seating at the games. This survey will address 
safety concerns regarding overcrowding in student sections. Finally, this survey will also include 
our two possible solutions in order to determine which solution is more accepted by the student 
population. 
 
Proposed Timeline 
This timeline is a proposed schedule to conduct research and prepare our presentation. 
  

Activity Deadline 
Proposal October 21, 2008 

Project Plan Organization October 25, 2008 
 Compile Survey 

Compile Media Research 
Create Visual Aid 

Conduct Survey Research 

November 6, 2008 
November 10, 2008 
November 12, 2008 

November 11-November 20, 2008 
Compose Research Report November 20, 2008 

Written Memo Report December 9, 2008 
Oral Presentation December 17, 2008 

Individual Evaluation December 17, 2008 
 
 
Qualifications 
As students of A.S.U., our research for this project is intended to help others like us deal with the 
problem of overcrowding in the stadium.  We are active students that enjoy the extracurricular 
activities offered by the school.  For some students, the football team’s popularity prompted 
them to attend Appalachian State.  These students do not always have the opportunity to show 
their enthusiasm for their team.  We are qualified to conduct this research project because like 
those emphatic students, we share a love for Appalachian and our main concern is to make 
stadium experience better for football fans.  As students, we also have conducted numerous 
research projects in the past and are very efficient in gathering and organizing data.  
 
CONCLUSION 
By receiving your support on this project, we will be able to alleviate overcrowding in student 
sections and better ensure the safety of students and their guests. As part of a larger effort to 
improve the quality of life here at Appalachian, our research will effectively showcase the 
problems with seating at Kidd Brewer Stadium, as well as how to resolve those problems.  We 
believe that our endeavors will truly help the cause and in effect help students to become more 
involved with activities on campus. These attempts are projected to secure safety and also help 
Appalachian State University gain support from many more fans. 
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